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We present methods that introduce concepts from Rosenbluth samplingfM. N. Rosenbluth and A.
W. Rosenbluth, J. Chem. Phys.23, 356 s1955dg into the Jarzynski nonequilibrium worksNEWd
free-energy calculation techniquefC. Jarzynski, Phys. Rev. Lett.78, 2690 s1997dg. The proposed
hybrid modifies the way steps are taken in the NEW process. With it, each step is selected from a
range of alternatives, with bias given to steps that contribute the least work. The definition of the
work average is modified to account for the bias. We introduce two variants of this method,l-bias
sampling and configuration-bias sampling, respectively; a combinedl- and configuration-bias
method is also considered. By reducing the likelihood that large nonequilibrated work values enter
the ensemble average, the Rosenbluth sampling aids in remedying problems of inaccuracy of the
calculation. We demonstrate the performance of the proposed methods through a model system of
N independent harmonic oscillators. This model captures the difficulties involved in calculating free
energies in real systems while retaining many tractable features that are helpful to the study. We
examine four variants of this model that differ qualitatively in the nature of their phase-space
overlap. Results indicate that thel-bias sampling method is most useful for systems with entropic
sampling barriers, while the configuration-bias methods are best for systems with energetic
sampling barriers. The Rosenbluth-sampling schemes yield much more accurate results than the
unbiased nonequilibrium work method. Typically the accuracy can be improved by about an order
of magnitude for a given amount of sampling; this improvement translates into two or more orders
of magnitude less sampling required to obtain a given level of accuracy, owing to the generally slow
convergence of the NEW calculation when the inaccuracy is large. ©2005 American Institute of
Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1906209g

I. INTRODUCTION

Calculation of free-energy differences via nonequilib-
rium processes can be accomplished using the nonequilib-
rium work sNEWd relation due to Jarzynski.1,2 Part of the
power of this idea lies in the flexibility available in the defi-
nition of the nonequilibrium process. It can be a totally non-
equilibrated process, whereby the system instantaneously
changes from its initial state to the final statesfrom which the
free-energy perturbation3 identity is recoveredd; it can be a
semiequilibrated process with a moderate rate of progress; or
it can be a nearly equilibrated process, such that the system
evolves at slow speed. The independence of the NEW
method on the rate of the nonequilibrium process facilitates
its implementation in experiments, and several demonstra-
tions of this use have been described.4

A significant limitation of the NEW method is its ten-
dency to yield results that are inaccurate, even when imple-
mented in a way that is technically correct. The problem is
exacerbated as the rate of the nonequilibrium process is in-
creased, or in other words, as the process becomes more
irreversible. This is easily understood mathematically, as at
faster speed the system is more subject to larger work values
which contribute little to the average because the work is
Boltzmann weighted; rare contributions from small-work

values are required to get accurate results, and in many situ-
ations these contributions might be never encountered. Pre-
vious studies5–8 examined the inaccuracy for Gaussian and
non-Gaussian distributed work values. For asymmetric work
distributions, the inaccuracy depends greatly on the direction
in which the nonequilibrium process is conducted. With one
direction swhich we labelinsertiond the result can be much
more accurate than the other directionsdeletiond. The reason
has been explained in previous work,8,9 and relates to the
way the important regions of phase space overlap for the
systems of interest. Combining results from two directions is
important to make the method effective in the general case,
as suggested by Bennett,10 Crooks11 and others.12 Such meth-
ods still take as input the results of single-direction NEW
calculations, which is the focus of the present work.

A recent approach to improve the performance of NEW
calculations is based on the notion of sampling of paths.13,14

The idea is to write the Jarzynski formula in terms of path
integrals, which thereby prescribes sampling of trajectories
as well as configurations as part of the NEW averaging pro-
cess. This step opens the door to importance sampling ap-
plied to the generation of paths, and can exploit path-
sampling methods established previously in the context of
other problems.14,15 Importance sampling is conducted such
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that the accumulated work along the preferred paths contrib-
ute significantly to the ensemble average. The studies show
improved performance when using the path sampling of the
nonequilibrium trajectories. In the present work we introduce
a method that also involves sampling of trajectories as well
as configurations for the NEW averaging process, and in this
regard it may be considered in the path-sampling context.
However, the biasing approach we use relates to both the
path and configuration sampling, and is more naturally ex-
pressed in terms of the Rosenbluth-sampling ideas that in-
spired it.

The aim of the present work is to introduce a bias to the
NEW calculation so that it gives better sampling of the im-
portant small-work contributions to the NEW average. We
begin in the following section by reviewing the original
NEW method as formulated by Jarzynski. In Sec. III we
describe how ideas from Rosenbluth sampling16 can be ap-
plied to the NEW calculation. We consider three general bias
schemes, namely,l-bias sampling, configuration-bias sam-
pling, and hybrid l- and configuration-bias sampling
schemes. Each one has several variations, and we give a full
explanation of these variations in Sec. III. Briefly,l-bias
sampling slows down the processsby decreasing the rated if
the system encounters large-work values. Configuration-bias
sampling helps to avoid configurations that are unfavorable
for the subsequent work process.Hybrid-bias sampling
unites the advantages of both sampling schemes. In Sec. IV
we introduce our test systemsN independent harmonic oscil-
latorsd, we present and discuss the results in Sec. V, and we
conclude in Sec. VI.

II. NONEQUILIBRIUM WORK METHOD „NEW…

The nonequilibrium work relation was proposed by
Jarzynski.1,2 It relates a state quantity, thefree energy, to a
path quantity, thework, by the equation

exps− bDFd = exps− bWd, s1d

whereDF=FB−FA is the Helmholtz free-energy difference
between two systemsA and B, b=1/kT is the reciprocal
temperature in energy units, andW is the work performed on
the system through a path fromA into B. The overbar indi-
cates the average over measurements ofW taken over paths
initiated from an equilibrium distribution ofA. This is a re-
markable result, as it says the equilibrium quantityDF can
be extracted by averaging the nonequilibrium quantityW.
This nonequilibrium work value depends on details of the
initial configuration when the work process starts, the rate of
traversal of the path, as well as the definition of the path
itself. Yet when averaged as in Eq.s1d, this path-dependent
quantity yields a path-independent average.

We define the path via a parameterl, which takes values
between 0 and 1. Whenl=0, it represents systemA, andl
=1 for systemB. For a Monte CarlosMCd evolution transi-
tioning from systemA to systemB, l successively takes a set
of discrete valueshl0=0,l1,l2, . . . ,ln=1j sthe selection of
the rangef0,1g is merely a convention which does not affect
the generality of the methodd. Monte Carlo or molecular dy-

namics methods are used to generate configurationsz, and at
regular intervals during this processl is switched from its
current valueli−1 to a new valueli, and the work accompa-
nying this change is recorded. Jarzynski presented an elegant
derivation of Eq.s1d for this case.2 It begins by writing an
expression for the ensemble-averaged work

exps− bWd =E dz0
e−bHl0

sz0d

Q0
p
i=1

n

3E dziPli
szi−1uzide−bWzi−1

sli−1→lid, s2d

whereQ0 is the canonical partition function of systemA, and
Hl is the Hamiltonian of the system whenl=li; in particular
Hl=0;H0=HA, the Hamiltonian of systemA, and Hl=1

;H1=HB, the Hamiltonian of systemB. The total work is
the sum of the work performed with each increment ofl,

W= o
i=1

n

Wzi−1
sli−1 → lid = o

i=1

n

fHli
szi−1d − Hli−1

szi−1dg,

s3d

which definesWzi−1
sli−1→lid. In Eq. s2d, Pli

szi−1uzid is the
Markov transition probability for evolving to configurationzi

from configurationzi−1 while the value ofl is li. The ratio
e−bHl0

sz0d /Q0 is the probability that configurationz0 is the
current configuration at the start of the process. Stipulating
that detailed balance is satisfied for the evolution of configu-
rations, such that

Pli
szi−1uzide−bHli

szi−1d = Pli
sziuzi−1de−bHli

szid, s4d

Eq. s2d can be reduced through successive application of Eq.
s4d, leaving

exps− bWd =E dz
e−bH1szd

Q0
, s5d

which is a restatement of Eq.s1d, but in terms of the partition
functions of theA andB systems.

There are two limiting cases for this process: infinitely
fast switching fromA to B sn=1d and infinitely slowly
switchingsn→`d. The former is the well-known free-energy
perturbation method3 exps−bDFd=kexps−bWdlA. It is fast
and convenient because there is no time needed for equili-
bration, however it suffers severely from inaccuracy if there
is lack of overlap of the important configurations between
the two systems. The other extreme corresponds to the re-
versible work processDF=Wrev. It is accurate but at some
point becomes inefficient asn becomes very large. Improve-
ments to the NEW method would enable it to provide more
accurate results for smalln.

If not used at or close to the limit of a reversible process,
NEW methods must be applied in what we have termed the
insertion direction.9 This means that the configurations im-
portant to the target or destination systemsBd must be a
wholly contained subset of the configurations important to
the reference or initiation systemsAd, and this relation must
be satisfied for each successive pair of pointssli−1,lid along
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the path. If this is not the case, the numerical calculation will
omit contributions from very large-work values that have a
correspondingly small probability of being sampled. The re-
sulting average will be inaccurate for any achievable amount
of work sampling. Properly conducted insertion calculations
are also prone to inaccuracy, but to a much smaller extent.
The nature of the inaccuracy in insertion calculations is such
that most contributions to the average are practically zero,
with a few sperhaps very fewd less commonly encountered
contributions of moderate size. Inadequate sampling of these
moderate contributions produces the inaccuracy. Our aim in
the present work is to provide a method that can improve the
efficiency of insertion-type NEW calculations.

III. ROSENBLUTH-SAMPLED NEW

Rosenbluth-sampling methods originated in applications
to lattice models of polymers, where they have been used as
a means to generate configurations of large-molecule
systems.16 The idea of the Rosenbluth method is to sample
an unusual eventse.g., randomized insertion of a long chain
molecule into a dense phase without overlapd by breaking it
up into many smaller eventsse.g., insertion of a segment at
the end of a partial chaind, repeating each of the smaller
events many times, and assembling the larger event from the
more favorable samples of the smaller ones.

In the present context the larger event is the traversal of
the pathA→B, and the smaller events are the increments in
l. To get a moderate value of the work for this traversal, it is
necessary that every work incrementfcf. Eq. s3dg be of mod-
erate size. If a large contribution to the work is encountered
at any step, it is very unlikely that a correspondingly large-
and-negative contribution will be subsequently encountered
to offset it. By applying Rosenbluth sampling to each incre-
ment, we can improve the likelihood that a moderate work
value will result at the end of the traversal. To this end we
can apply either or both of the two kinds of bias sampling
schemes,l-bias sampling and configuration-bias sampling.

A. l-bias sampling

The standard MC NEW method uses a prespecified set
of l values, typically chosen to be equally spaced along the
path fromA to B. An increment of work is contributed with
every step inl. The configuration present beforel is incre-
mented is at least partially equilibrated to the current value
li−1, inasmuch as some configurations were generated for it

under the influence ofHli−1
. However, the configuration may

or may not be suited to the nextl in the schedule, and the
work incrementHli

−Hli−1
may therefore be very large. Re-

gardless, the prespecified step inl is taken at the prefixed
point in the process, with the possible result of a large-work
value for this step, which will promote inaccuracy in the
calculation. The aim of introducing Rosenbluth sampling is
to permitl to select a value that is not inappropriate to the
current configuration. We choosel from a set of values
weighted by the Hamiltonian, and because the Hamiltonian
depends onl in a simple way, we can selectl from a con-
tinuum. The selection might be taken from its full spectrum,
f0, 1g, but this choice is likely to be counterproductive in that
it permits l to regress. Instead we require thatl ratchet
upwards toward unity, and we selectli P fli−1,aig, whereai

is a prespecified set of constants, such that

0 , a1 ø a2 ¯ ø an−1 = 1, s6d

which admits the possibility thatai =1 for all i. We weight
the selection ofl according to the current configuration,
choosingl with probability density

Pzi−1
slid =

1

Riszi−1;li−1d
pislide−baHli

szi−1d, s7d

whereRiszi−1;li−1d is the Rosenbluth weight, which ensures
a normalized probability:

Riszi−1;li−1d =E
li−1

ai

pislde−baHlszi−1ddl. s8d

Here we have included two parameters that can be used to
adjust the procedure. First, we attenuate the influence of the
Hamiltonian on the weight using a predefined constanta.
Second, we include an additional weighting functionpisld;
we leave open the possibility that these weights might be
defined differently for each stepsand thus depend onid, but
we do require that they be prespecified and not depend on the
configurationz. We note also that we have not as yet speci-
fied the dependence of the Hamiltonian onl sother than it
correspond to theA and B systems forl=0 and 1, respec-
tivelyd. Finally, at the very last step inl we want to ensure
that we end up at theB system, so we do not select this value
at random, but instead requireln=1.

Of course we must modify the definition of the work so
that repeated traversals yield an average that relates to the
free energy. The appropriate “work” to contribute at each
step is

bWzi−1
sli−1 → lid =Hbs1 − adHli

szi−1d − bHli−1
szi−1d − lnfRiszi−1;li−1d/I isli−1dg 1 ø i , n

bHln
szn−1d − bHln−1

szn−1d i = n
J , s9d

where we introduceI isli−1d=eli−1

ai dlpisld to account for the ideal-gas normalization for switchingl from li−1 to li snote that
Ri / I i is unity for an ideal gas,H;0d. One could instead takeI i ;1 and treat the ideal-gas normalization by multiplying the
work average by a constant, but we have found that this approach does not work as well as using theI i shown here.
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To show that this definition is consistent with Eq.s1d, we extend Jarzynski’s derivation to this procedure in
which the l values are selected from a distribution. Formally, the work average for a NEW procedure that samplesl as
described above is

exps− bWd =E dz0
e−bHl0

sz0d

Q0
p
i=1

n−1E
li−1

ai

dli E dziPzi−1
slidPli

szi−1uzide−bWzi−1
sli−1→lid 3E dznPln

szn−1uznde−bWzn−1
sln−1→lnd.

s10d

Substitution of the terms defined by Eqs.s7d and s9d can be
followed by a procedure similar to that leading to Eq.s5d,
and shows that the average on the right side of Eq.s10d is
equal to the ratio of partition functions as in Eq.s5d.

The development given above leaves open many choices
for implementation of the method. In the following we will
consider these choices and describe the various combinations
we have chosen to study.

1. Dependence of Hamiltonian on l

A popular way to define a work path is to select the
intermediate Hamiltonian as a linear combination of the ref-
erence and target Hamiltonians17

Hlszd = HAszd + lfHBszd − HAszdg. s11d

This is the definition we consider in the present work. We
note that another choice has been shown to have some ad-
vantages when applied to systems that do not have good
overlap of their phase spaces

Hlszd = HAszd + kT ln„s1 − ld

+ l exph+ bfHBszd − HAszdgj…. s12d

This form is related to Bennett’s method.10 In previous
work12 we showed how it can be used to combine work
calculations performed in both directions,A→B andB→A.
We have not examined this choice in the present study.

2. Parameters for l-bias sampling

The remaining parameters to define for implementing
the method area, haij and pisld. We consider here issues
regarding their selection.

Selection ofa. In some situations it is very inefficient to
use the full Hamiltonian in the probability density for choos-
ing l. The Hamiltonian is an extensive property, and when
the number of particlesN in the system is large the total
Hamiltonian of the system can be very large. Thus using it as
the weight for choosingl will prohibit l from ratcheting
upwards sufficiently quickly. Therefore we multiply the
Hamiltonian by a predefined constanta sless than 1d to re-
duce this effect. Among the cases we have studiedssee Sec.
Vd, we found that a reasonable selection for this parameter is
a=1/Nl, whereNl is the number of particles involved in the
difference between theA andB systems.

Selection of {ai}. The most straightforward selection of
the set of parametersai is to have them all equal to unity.
Then with each step inl a new value is selected over a range
spanning its current value to 1. If the Hamiltonian offers no
resistance to an increase inl fmeaning thatHBszd−HAszd is
negative, or positive and not largeg thenl may jump early in
the process to a value close to unity. If not for the termI i in
Eq. s9d, this situation would be detrimental to the calculation,
because in subsequent steps the Rosenbluth factor would be
small, and the contribution to the work would not be close to
zero in those steps. Interestingly, for this reason the method
would yield inaccurate results for a trivial ideal-gas system if
the I i terms were instead considered only at the end of the
process. This situation led us to consider different choices for
ai, and in particular we examined

ai = i/sn − 1d, s13d

which has them evenly spaced throughout the range from 0
to 1. This choice preventsl from jumping too rapidly to
unity, inasmuch as it is guaranteed that each timeli is chosen
in the rangefli−1,aig it cannot exceed its upper-bound value
i / sn−1d. Given that we do includeI i in Eq. s9d, the original
motivation for introducing the nonunityai is eliminated, but
we have found nevertheless that the method works better
with ai evenly distributed as in Eq.s13d. In such a way, the
switching process is conducted in a controlled rate. Since it
requires no extra effort for implementation, it becomes our
first choice forl-bias sampling.

Selection of pi(l). The simplest choice forpisld is
pisld;1, meaning that no weight other than that involving
Hlszd is applied to the selection ofl. This is the choice that
we use in all the results we present here. Several other
choices are of interest. We considered for examplepisld
=s1−ldn−i−1, which has the property of yielding an identi-
cally correct result for the ideal gas when allai =1 andI i is
not used as in Eq.s9d. We examined this choice, but found
that it provided results no better than otherwise equivalent
methods, so we do not present results for it here.

Also of interest is a choice of the form

pisld = pi0dsl − li0d + pi1, s14d

where d is the Dirac delta function. This has the effect of
giving a discrete weight to a specific value ofl at each step,
with the amount of the weight dictated by the parameterspi0

andpi1. Selection ofpi1=0 for all i reduces the method to the
original Jarzynski form. Another potentially useful choice
would haveli0 equal to the current value ofl, so that the
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system always has some finite probability to not changel at
all sand incurring no work penaltyd, more so if the Hamil-
tonian difference is large at the present configuration. A
drawback of allowing this is that indeedl might never
change at all, until forced to at the end.

The combinations of parameters that we have employed
in this study are summarized in Table I.

B. Configuration-bias sampling

The idea of Rosenbluth sampling can also be extended
into the configuration space. Unlikel-bias sampling, one
cannot generate configurations by direct sampling from a
distribution. Instead we select configurations from a discrete
set, as is done in the original Rosenbluth-sampling method.
Rosenbluth sampling of configurations can be applied by it-
self, or in conjunction with Rosenbluth sampling ofl. In the
former case, we keep the prefixed values ofli at each step.
At each value ofl, we permit the system to evolvefvia
molecular dynamicssMDd or MCg through a range of con-
figurations based on the Hamiltonian evaluated using the cur-
rent valueli−1. We save a subset of all the configurations
generated, and after some period we choose one of these
configurations, biasing the choice toward that which is most
adaptive to thenextvalue in the scheduleslid. By doing this,
the configuration selected is more likely to contribute to the
average, and the traversal is more likely to go toward the
target system’s important phase space.

More specifically, we generate a set ofm configurations
hzi−1j by MC or MD sampling using the Hamiltonian based
on li−1. From this set we choose a configurationzi−1 accord-
ing to the Hamiltonian based onli, thus

Pli
szi−1d =

1

Rislid
e−bffHli

szi−1dg, s15d

where f is a function of the Hamiltoniansdiscussed belowd,
and we define the normalizing Rosenbluth factor

Rislid = o
j=1

m

e−bffHli
szi−1,jdg. s16d

Correspondingly, we modify the definition of work to ac-
count for this biased sampling,

bWzi−1
sli−1 → lid = bHli

szi−1d − bHli−1
szi−1d

− bffHli
szi−1dg − lnfRislid/mg. s17d

The ensemble-average formula is modified accordingly

exps− bWd =E dz0
e−bHl0

sz0d

Q0
p
i=1

n

3E dziPli
szi−1dPli

szi−1uzide−bWzi−1
sli−1→lid,

s18d

which can be reduced as above to a free-energy identity for
the A andB systems.

1. Parameters for configuration-bias sampling

Configuration-bias sampling has a parameterm and one
function ffHli

szi−1dg to be specified. Now we consider the
choices of these two parameters. Combinations of the param-
eters are shown in Table I.

Selection ofm. The parameterm determines how many
configurations we collect for the discrete configuration set. A
large value ofm is more likely to produce configurations that
are favorable to the calculation, but of course asm is in-
creased more sampling is required to generate reasonably
independent configurations. One approach might involve the
introduction of another biasing method to generate indepen-
dent configurationsssuch as original Rosenbluth samplingd,
from which sampling may be performed for the NEW calcu-
lation.

Selection off[Hli
(zi−1)]. We consider two choices of the

function f.

s1d ffHli
szi−1dg=aHli

szi−1d: This is the form considered
above forl-bias sampling. Again we choosea=1/Nl. Using
this form, the probability density of choosing configuration
roughly has a Boltzmann distribution. So the configuration to
be selected is most adaptive toHli, which is influenced by
the value ofli.

s2d ffHli
szi−1dg=Hli

szi−1d−Hli−1
szi−1d: In addition to the

consideration of the dependence onli, we now also take
account of the current HamiltonianHli−1

szi−1d in this form.
Since the difference in Hamiltonians is part of the average,
this form simply states that the configuration to be selected
will make relatively large contributions to the average. With
this choice, the only term remaining in the work as given in
Eq. s17d is that involving the Rosenbluth factor.

C. Hybrid l-bias and configuration-bias sampling

The success ofl-bias sampling lies in the flexibility of
choosingl that is most adaptive to the current configuration.
Its progress requires that the system has sampled configura-
tions that have some relevance to the targetsBd system. If
not, l does not advance and, moreover, the contribution to
the work from the attempt will be large. Thus the process
may encounter fairly slow traversals when there is less over-
lap region between the two systems’ important phase space.
If n is not sufficiently large,l values are far from being unity

TABLE I. Summary of parameters used for Rosenbluth-sampling methods.
Parametera=1/Nl for all the sampling methodssexcept methodd, where it
does not applyd. Parameterpisld=1 for all thel-bias and hybrid-bias sam-
pling methods. Except where otherwise stated in the text, the number of
Rosenbluth-sampled configurationsm=10 and the number ofl steps in a
traversaln=10 for all the methods.

Methods Sampling schemes haij f fHli
szi−1dg

a l-bias sampling 1
b l-bias sampling i / sn−1d
c Configuration-bias sampling aHli

szi−1d
d Configuration-bias sampling Hli

szi−1d−Hli−1
szi−1d

a-c Hybrid-bias sampling 1 aHli
szi−1d

b-c Hybrid-bias sampling i / sn−1d aHli
szi−1d
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even towards the end of the traversals. The last, forced, step
to l=1 is then accompanied by a large contribution to the
work. Sol-bias sampling is not suitable for systems having
little or no overlap in phase space. This situation can be
alleviated to some degree by configuration-bias sampling,
wherel values have already been preset. However, the prob-
lem for configuration-bias sampling is it may still be vulner-
able to large-work values for the first few steps.

We can combine the two bias sampling schemes to take
the advantages of both and minimize their disadvantages.
First, we generate several configurations and choose one that
is favored by the weight of the next potentiall value. Then
we choose the nextl from a continuous distribution that is
adaptive to the current configuration. We use the same nota-

tions as forl- and configuration-bias samplings, but we in-
clude a new probability density for selecting the firstn−1
configurations

Pli−1
8 szi−1d =

Riszi−1;li−1d
Ri8sli−1d

, s19d

where Riszi−1;li−1d=eli−1

ai pislde−baHlszi−1ddl is the Rosen-
bluth factor for l-bias sampling and correspondingly, the
new Rosenbluth factor for hybrid-bias sampling becomes

Ri8sli−1d = o
j=1

m

Riszi−1,j ;li−1d. s20d

Again we modify the work to account for this biased
sampling,

bWzi−1
sli−1 → lid =Hbs1 − adHli

szi−1d − bHli−1
szi−1d − lnhRi8sli−1d/fmIisli−1dgj 1 ø i , n

bHln
szn−1d − bHln−1

szn−1d − bffHln
szn−1dg − lnfRnslnd/mg i = n

J . s21d

And finally the work average becomes

exps− bWd =E dz0
e−bHl0

sz0d

Q0
p
i=1

n−1E
li−1

ai

dli E dziPli−1
8 szi−1dPzi−1

slidPli
szi−1uzide−bWzi−1

sli−1→lid

3E dznPln
szn−1dPln

szn−1uznde−bWzn−1
sln−1→lnd. s22d

FIG. 1. One-particle phase-space distributions for cases A through D, as defined in Table II. Abscissa is the dimensionless coordinate of the particle, and
distributions are normalized to unity. Solid lines are phase-space distributions for systemA and the dashed lines are for systemB.
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Since the hybrid-bias sampling scheme mainly uses the
parameters ofl-bias sampling, it also has variations of
methoda and methodb as defined forl-bias sampling. As
described below, we find that the parametera is important to
the effectiveness of thel-bias method. Thus we consider
only the hybrids that employ thea-dependent Hamiltonian,
namely, the method-a and method-b l-bias methods with the
method-c configuration-bias sampling. We label the two
hybrid-bias sampling schemes as methoda–c and method
b–c. The parameters used for these two methods are listed in
Table I.

IV. TEST SYSTEM

To demonstrate and test this development, we apply the
Jarzynski NEW method and Rosenbluth-sampled NEW
methods to a model system ofN independent harmonic os-
cillators. We define two systemsA and B both havingN
particles but with different Hamiltonians,

HA = o
i=1

N

vAxi
2,

s23d

HB = o
i=1

N

vBsxi − x0d2,

where xi is a dimensionless coordinate for particlei. Four
parameters describe this system:vA, vB, x0, andN. The pa-
rametersvA andvB determine the available region in phase
space that each independent particle can move. Increasing
them will narrow their phase space, thus decreasing the over-
lap between the systems. Increasingx0 tends to separate the
two systems’ important phase space, and make the pair ap-
proach the nonoverlap case. Different combinations of values
of these parameters can change the degree of overlap of the
two systems. By proper adjustment of the parameters, the
model can capture the qualitatively different effects that
complicate free-energy calculations. In particular, both en-
tropic and energetic effects are included in a meaningful
way. Energetic barriers can be introduced by displacing theB
system from theA system in phase space, via the parameter
x0. Regardless of this relation, movement fromA to B re-
quires the cooperation of several degrees of freedom to
progress without incurring large-work values—the require-
ment for this cooperation introduces an entropic barrier to
the calculation, and it is increased to the extent thatx0Þ0
and, independently,vB.vA. We believe that the distinct en-
tropic versus energetic effects included with this model give
it advantages over comparably simple models, such as a
double-well Landau free energy inl. Such models are inca-
pable of distinguishing the different phase-space overlap re-
lations that are so important to the performance of free-
energy calculation methods. Our results in the following
section show that these distinctions are important determi-
nants of the effectiveness of the proposed method.

The simplicity of the independent harmonic
oscillator model permits most of its properties to remain

analytically tractable. The free-energy difference isDF
= 1

2NkT lnsvB/vAd. Analytic solutions of the single-step work
distributions and a detailed analysis of the performance of
the free-energy perturbation applied to them can be found in
Ref. 7. In terms of a nonequilibrium process, we use Eq.s11d
for the definition of the HamiltonianHl, so the particles
remain independent over the full range ofl. For each par-
ticle the phase-space density at anyl is

psxid =
1

aÎ2p
e−fsxi − md2/2s2g s24d

with mean value equal tom=lvBx0/ fs1−ldvA+lvBg and
variance s=Î1/h2bfs1−ldvA+lvBgj. This is a Gaussian
distribution for alll, which means that equilibrated configu-
rations can be generated from scratch at each step during the
nonequilibrium process. This greatly facilitates the computa-
tion while guaranteeing equilibration at each step. Neverthe-
less, the overall process is still nonequilibrium: discrete steps
are taken inl, and each brings the system into a nonequili-
brated configuration. By generating equilibrated configura-
tions at eachl we can control effects due to lag of the sys-
tem with the advance ofl. We can consider separately the
effect of this lag by not exploiting the Gaussian features of
the configuration distribution, and instead generating con-
figurations via a standard Markov Monte Carlo process.

One way of assessing the degree of overlap is by study-
ing the systems’ phase-space distributions. However this
N-particle system hasN degrees of freedom, and such a
space cannot be visualized. But for this model theN particles
are not interacting with one another, therefore we can under-
stand theN-particle phase-space distribution by examining
that of a one-particle system. Thus we use one-particle
phase-space distributions for guidance in selecting systems
having different degrees of phase-space overlap. We have
chosen four cases to study, their parameters are given in
Table II. The corresponding one-particle phase-space distri-
butions for the four cases are plotted in Fig. 1. For case A
and case B, the important phase space of systemB forms a
wholly contained subset of that of systemA, which makes it
suitable for a one-way insertion-type free-energy calculation
sA→Bd. However for case A,vB is large, so that theB
important phase space is much narrower than that ofA.
When sampling systemA, it is still difficult to explore B
phase space, which tends to make the free-energy calcula-
tions inaccurate; this is a purely entropic barrier. For case C
and case D, the degree of nonoverlap increases. There is only
partial overlap between the two systems’ important phase
space for case C and no overlap for case D. Therefore, we

TABLE II. Summary of parameter sets for four model-system pairs used for
all the results.

Case N vB/vA x0 bDF

A 10 500 0 31.07
B 10 20 0 14.98
C 10 20 1 14.98
D 10 5 3 8.05
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anticipate the difficulties of calculating free energies increase
correspondingly. We do not expect that any one-waystra-
versing only A→B and not considering information from
B→Ad nonequilibrium method will produce accurate results
for these cases.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we calculate free energies and compare
various Rosenbluth-sampled NEW and the original Jarzynski
NEW methods for the four cases discussed above. Since for
our model system there are two ways of generating configu-
rations during a nonequilibrium process, we categorize the
computations into two parts, equilibrated-move and
nonequilibrated-move free-energy calculations. In the first
part, we generate equilibrated configurations directly using
Eq. s24d. This is the very efficient and convenient way of
doing the calculations, and we make comprehensive com-
parisons of Rosenbluth-sampling schemes with their differ-
ent parameter settings in this part. In the second part, we use
conventional Monte Carlo moves to generate configurations.
We choose to use only the more effective Rosenbluth-
sampling schemes for comparisons so as to give the general
idea of their applicability for each case.

The results we report here involve two types of repeti-
tions of the NEW calculation. First, as the NEW calculation
is formulated, the standard procedure is to repeat a NEW
traversal some number of times,M. Each traversal yields a
work valueW, and the result of the NEW calculation is the
average of these work values taken asexps−bWd. To charac-
terize the inaccuracy, we performed additional “outer” rep-
etitions, gathering independent NEW averages and evaluat-
ing the free-energy difference frombDF=−lnfexps−bWdg.
The average ofDF over all these outer repetitions can be
compared to the exactDF, and the difference is the average
inaccuracyssystematic errord of the calculation. This inaccu-
racy should decrease with increasingM, but it should not be
affected by the number of outer repetitions used in determin-
ing the averageDF sthese repetitions serve only to give a
more precise value of the inaccuracyd. We report results for
the systematic error, considering different implementations
of the Rosenbluth NEW method. All the results are averages
of 10 000 outer repetitions.

A. Equilibrated-move free-energy calculations

In this part equilibrated configurations were directly gen-
eratedfEq. s24dg for the givenli value at each step. This is

FIG. 2. Average inaccuracy of the free energy when calculated using Rosenbluth-NEW method, as a function of the parametera for l-bias samplingsmethod
b of Table Id. Four curves for each case describe results for different values ofM snumber of trajectories sampled for one free-energy measurementd. Four
circles in each plot are the corresponding results using the original NEW method for the correspondingM values. From the top to the bottom,M =1, 128,
1024, and 16 384. All plots usen=10 l-values for each NEW trajectory from systemA to systemB.
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equivalent to using many MC moves at each step to equili-
brate the system well before moving on to the nextl value.
Therefore the only rate-determining parameter isn, the num-
ber of steps taken inl. Increasingn allows the process to
proceed more reversibly, and will yield much more accurate
results. But the aim of Rosenbluth sampling is to obtain rela-
tively accurate results with rapid traversals, thus we choose
n=10 for most of the comparisons. We also give some com-
parisons using differentn values.

First let us look at the dependence of the accuracy on the
parametera for l-bias sampling. In Fig. 2 the inaccuracy in
the free-energy differencebDF is plotted as a function ofa.
For all four cases, curves are presented forl-bias sampling
smethodb in Table Id for several NEW traversal repetitions
M, each stepping acrossn=10 values ofl. Circles represent
the results obtained from the original Jarzynski NEW
method, using a fixed set ofn equally spacedl values. We
notice that there are minimum values in the curves, which
correspond to an approximatea value of 1/N. We infer that
this is the optimum value fora at least for these four cases,
and we use this value for all the Rosenbluth samplings that
employ the parametera. We note thatl affects the energy of
all the particlessNl=Nd, and we expect that the appropriate
generalization of this result isa=1/Nl, as discussed in Sec.
III. In comparison to the original NEW method, thel-bias
method provides better results for the systems given in cases
A and C, is about the same for case B, and is worse for case
D. More detailed comparisons are given below.

Next we compare two methodssa andbd of l-bias sam-
pling swith n=10d, two methodssc anddd of configuration-
bias samplingswith n=m=10d, and two methodssa-c and
b-cd of hybrid-bias samplingsn=m=10d with the original
NEW method for the case A system pair. In Fig. 3, inaccu-

racies are plotted against the amount of samplingsn3M
3md, where M stands for NEW traversal count. We see
methods employingl-bias sampling are better than unbiased
NEW, while configuration-bias samplingsby itself or as part
of a hybrid methodd does not offer much advantage. The
improvement offered byl biasing is impressive: for small
sampling, the inaccuracy is nearly one order of magnitude
less than the unbiased NEW method. Moreover, because of
the slow falloff of the small-sample bias for systems having
large values of the dissipated work,6 this order-of-magnitude
improvement in the accuracy means that the original unbi-
ased NEW method requires more than two orders of magni-
tude greater sampling to achieve the same inaccuracy as the
l-biased NEW method. The discrepancy in performance de-
creases with additional sampling, but there remains an order-
of-magnitude difference at the largest sampling amounts.
Comparing the twol-bias methods, we note that methoda is
significantly less accurate than methodb. Method b intro-
duces to the sampling ofl an upper bound that increases
with each step, while methoda permits it to sample values
up to unity with each step. The reason for the improved
performance of methodb is unclear. For configuration-bias
samplingssn=m=10d, methodc and methodd yield almost
the same results as the original NEW method for this case.
From this we would conclude that configuration-bias sam-
pling is not helpful when applied to systems with entropic
sampling barriers.

Next we would like to examine more generally the ef-
fectiveness of configuration-bias sampling, considering all of
the system-pair cases and studying the influence of param-
eter m on the performance. Figure 4 shows the comparison
for configuration-bias samplingsmethod dd at different m
values with original NEW method for the four casessn=10

FIG. 3. Average inaccuracy of the free
energy as a function of the amount of
sampling for various Rosenbluth-
NEW methods and the original NEW
method. All curves are for case A and
n=10. Configuration-and hybrid-bias
samplingssmethodsc, d, a-c, andb-cd
usem=10.
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for all the curvesd. With m increased from 1soriginal NEWd
to 10, 50, and 100, we see results are improved only for case
D, which is the pair with the nonoverlapping phase space
senergetic barrierd. Since the computational cost increases
with increasingm, in the following results, we usem=10 for
all the configuration-bias samplingssmethodc and method
dd and hybrid-bias samplingsmethodb-cd.

From the parameter studies we discussed above, we now
choosel-bias samplingsmethod bd, hybrid-bias sampling
smethodb-cd, and configuration-bias samplingsmethodsc
anddd as the representative Rosenbluth-sampling schemes to
calculate free energies and compare them with original NEW
method for all the four cases. Figure 5 shows such compari-
sons. Case A is the case in which the target system’s phase
space is a tiny subset of that of the reference system. This
case has practical importance; it is applied, for example,
when inserting a multiatomic molecule or segment into a
dense system, where it often encounters large-work values
because of which the process is unlikely to create or find
holes to accommodate the new atoms. As we can see in the
plot, the scale of inaccuracy is large for short runsswhen the
amount of sampling is smalld. We have already discussed

various Rosenbluth-sampling schemes for this casesFig. 3d,
and conclude thatl-bias and hybrid-bias samplings are the
best choices. Case B is a favorable case for free-energy cal-
culations. Since it is easy for systemA to find the targetB
phase space, all the approaches seem to be suitable for this
case including the original NEW methodsthe scale of the
inaccuracies are small even at the beginningd. But we still
see improvement when using pure configuration-bias Rosen-
bluth sampling smethod d, but not method cd, while
l-smethodbd and hybrid-bias samplingssmethodb-cd are
equal or slightly worse than the original NEW method in
efficiency. Case C is similar to case B except thatx0=1 and
the important phase spaces have only partial overlap. Rosen-
bluth samplings show some moderate advantages over NEW
method for this case, but only those methods not involving
method-c configuration-bias sampling. For case D, there is
almost no overlap between theA and B phase spaces, and
this situation makes free-energy calculations difficult. In fact,
l-bias sampling is significantly worse than the unbiased
NEW method. This is because the Hamiltonian difference is
large, and only small steps inl are taken at each attempt.
Thus after then−1 l steps the system is forced to jump to

FIG. 4. Average inaccuracy of the free energy as a function of the amount of sampling for configuration-bias sampled Rosenbluth-NEW methods and the
original NEW method. The curves in each plot compare results using three different values ofm s10, 50, and 100d, the number of configurations used for each
Rosenbluth sample. In all calculationsn=10. For the first three cases the three curves of configuration-bias samplings are nearly indistinguishable.
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l=1, incurring a single large-work contribution. Conse-
quently, hybrid-bias sampling does not work well for this
case too. However configuration-bias samplingsmethoddd
still performs well, and gives inaccuracy several times
smaller than original NEW method.

As a conclusion,l-bias methods are most helpful for the
cases when there is some degree of overlap, and the sam-
pling barrier is entropic, while configuration-biassusing
methodd, not methodcd is more useful when there is less
overlap and the sampling barrier is energetic. The hybrid
method might be expected to be most generally helpful if
combining l-bias with method-d configuration-bias sam-
plings, but we did not pursue this because method-d
configuration bias does not admit the parametera which is
important to thel biasing. Combiningl bias with method-c
configuration biasing does not seem to be especially
effective.

To this point all the comparisons are made under the
assumption of fast nonequilibrium processesswith n=10d.
We now consider the performance of these methods for mod-

erate speedsor slow speedd nonequilibrium processes, and
usen=100 steps inl to traverse fromA to B. Figure 6 shows
the comparison of performance for differentn valuesssolid
curves forn=10 and dashed curves forn=100d for the four
cases. Also in this plot, we compare two approaches,
configuration-bias samplingsmethodd, usingm=10d and the
original NEW method. For all the approaches, accuracy is
improved with increasingn and thus as the process becomes
more reversible. Still, the configuration-bias samplings yield
more accurate results than the original NEW method using
the same number of steps inl.

B. Nonequilibrated-move free-energy calculations

Now we turn to nonequilibrated-move calculations. In-
stead of generating equilibrated configurations at each step,
we use standard MC trails—each attempting displacement of
a randomly selected particle—between each attempt to incre-
mentl. We apply 1000 MC trails between steps inl. For the
configuration-bias methods, we record configurations after

FIG. 5. Comparison of various Rosenbluth-sampled NEW methods and the original NEW method, applied for cases A–D. Average inaccuracy in the free
energy is plotted as a function of amount of sampling. For all cases,n=10 andswhere it appliesd m=10. For case B the original NEW method and method-
b curves are almost indistinguishable.
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every 100 MC trials, yielding ten reasonably independent
configurations for use in the configuration-bias method. The
configuration-bias selection is performed, followed by the
l-bias selection if working with the hybrid method. Keeping
all other the parameters the same, we reproduce Fig. 5 in Fig.
7 using MC moves for the four cases. An important differ-
ence in the new results is the effectiveness of the
configuration-bias sampling, which improves the accuracy in
all cases, including case A. This is particularly important at
sampling lengths needed to produce results of an acceptable
accuracy. Whereas in Fig. 5, case A, the improvement ofl
biasing is diminished relative to the unbiased NEW method
for large samples, in Fig. 7 the effectiveness of the hybrid
method for this case persists as the accuracy improves to-
ward the right side of the plot. The hybrid method can for
this case provide results comparable in accuracy to unbiased
NEW while using several orders of magnitude less sampling.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have derived a variety of Rosenbluth-
sampled nonequilibrium work methods for calculation of
free-energy differences, and shown their applicability for
model systems with widely different degrees of phase-space
overlap. For a given amount of sampling, the biased NEW
methods yield results that are up to one order of magnitude
more accurate than unbiased methods. This translates into a
huge savings in computation, because it can require several
orders of magnitude more sampling of the unbiased calcula-
tion to achieve this level of improvement in accuracysdue to
the slow convergence at large inaccuraciesd.

As with most free-energy methods, performance depends
on the nature of the phase-space overlap of the reference and
target systems, and the choice of a specific Rosenbluth-NEW
approach should be made with this factor in mind. The
l-bias and hybrid-bias samplings are most suitable for the
extreme-subset cases, in which the phase space of the target
system is a small subset of the phase space of the reference
sFig. 3d; purel-bias is not particularly effective for the par-
tial and nonoverlap casessFig. 5, C,Dd. Configuration-bias
sampling is better than NEW in every case when equilibra-
tion cycles are applied between steps inl sFigs. 4 and 6d.
The degree of improvement depends on the ability of the
system to equilibrate quickly enough to provide independent
configuration samples for use by the method, and this factor
can accentuate the importance of the reference-target phase-
space overlapsFig. 7d. In this regard it would be helpful to
have a means to quantify the degree of phase-space overlap
of two systems. Presently no such measure is availablesor at
least not developed in the context of free-energy calcula-
tionsd, and we feel that efforts to establish an easily applied
metric would be worthwhile.

The biasing methods have been presented here using a
very general formalism, and there is significant room to fine
tune their performance as more is learned about them. Less
obviously, we think that a useful extension of the ideas pre-
sented here would result in a method that does not require
prespecification of the number ofl stepssthe parameternd.
In this way the work process could proceed at its own pace
from A to B, and not be forced to become theB system at
some arbitrarily specifiedl step. Certainly an important next
step also is the application of the method to practical free-
energy calculations, such as those related to solvation, mo-
lecular transformations, intermolecular binding, and so on.

FIG. 6. Study of the effect ofn snumber ofl values
used in a NEW traversald for the configuration-bias
smethod-dd NEW slines with square pointsd and the
original NEW slines with no pointsd methods. Average
inaccuracy is plotted as a function of amount of sam-
pling. Solid lines usen=10 and dashed lines usen
=100.
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